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Crowdsourcing is a valuable tool to gather human input which enables the development of reliable artificial intelligence systems.
Microtask platforms like Prolific and Amazon’s Mechanical Turk have flourished by creating environments where crowd workers can
provide such human input in a diverse and representative manner. Such marketplaces have evolved to support several hundreds of
workers in earning their primary livelihood through crowd work. Crowd workers, however, often perform these tasks in sub-optimal
work environments with poor ergonomics. Additionally, many of the various microtasks require input via the standard method
of a mouse and keyboard and are repetitive in nature. As such, crowd workers who primarily earn their livelihoods in microtask
marketplaces are at risk of injuries such as carpal tunnel syndrome. By changing the input modality from a mouse and keyboard to
gesture-driven input, crowd workers can complete their work while simultaneously improving or safeguarding their physical health.
Through three distinct microtasks, we constructed a dataset that enables the exploration of the physical and mental health of crowd
workers while using gestures. In this work, we present the process of constructing this dataset, how we applied it, and the future
applications we foresee.
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1 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

Research in the realm of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has seen rapid growth in recent years with widespread promises and
real impact across various domains, on society and economies at large [9]. An empowering factor in this expansion
is the availability of data and the potential of human input on demand via crowdsourcing [12]. The crowdsourcing
paradigm gives researchers and practitioners access to reliable, high-quality, representative human input at scale,
through marketplaces like Prolific or Amazon Mechanical Turk [18]. In turn, these marketplaces give individuals, known
as crowd workers, a space to earn a livelihood through microtasks [3, 4]. While this paradigm benefits all involved,
there are several factors that threaten the overall sustainability [8, 26, 29].

Crowd workers often perform microtasks in sub-optimal work environments with poor ergonomics [10, 14]. Over
decades, research has been conducted regarding the ergonomics of desk work, particularly for sitting workers, and the
physical discomforts that arise [21]. Yet, to date, there is a lack of investigation into the effects of crowd work specifically
on the physical health of the workers. Past work has explored increasing worker engagement and satisfaction, as
well as worker experience [5, 17, 24, 25]. Many of the various microtasks require input via the conventional method
of using a mouse and keyboard and are repetitive in nature, resulting in crowd workers who primarily earn their
livelihoods in microtask marketplaces being at risk of injuries such as carpal tunnel syndrome [23]. Mental wellbeing
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Fig. 1. Structural diagram of the gesture capture pipeline. Images represent visual component of each stage in the pipeline: Part A for
pose detection and Part B for pose classification.

has been shown to be closely related to the physical wellbeing of people in a variety of contexts [22]. Considering that
crowd workers deal with a variety of challenges that impede their mental wellbeing, ranging from unfair treatment to
cognitive exhaustion [7, 19], or exposure to explicit or disturbing content [15, 28], it is important to consider the impact
of repetitive work in monotonous task batches on their physical health. At this juncture we argue in the potential of
considering the integration of a novel input modality that can serve the dual purpose of facilitating better physical health
among workers while accommodating the primary need for input elicitation. By changing the input modality from a
mouse and keyboard to gesture-driven input crowd workers can complete their work while potentially improving or
safeguarding their physical health. With a similar vision, prior work has shown the potential of using sign language [27].

To this end, we conducted a set of experiments to explore the performance and perception of gesture inputs for
microtasks [1]. We used three distinct microtasks, informed by the taxonomy described by Gadiraju et al. [11]. Each
task used a gesture input specifically designed for the task. An information-finding task made use of head and neck
motions, with a tilted head highlighting an option and a nod forward submitting the selection. A sentiment analysis

task made use of an open palm and a closed fist. The closed fist enables workers to change their selection freely, while
the open palm submits the selection after two seconds. Finally, a classification task utilizes a number of digits displayed
(i.e., a show of fingers), excluding the thumb, to make a selection.

Client-side pose detection and classification processes are used to capture and interpret the gestures. The pose
detection stage ( A in Figure 1) detects the body, face and hand landmarks of the worker on each frame. Multiple
pre-trained models perform real-time pose landmark estimation of the body, face, and hands. The models are sourced
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from MediaPipe.1 The landmarks are converted into more directly interpretable data via multiple methods using
Kalidokit.2 Details on the augmentation can be found in the library documentation.

Pose classification ( B in Figure 1) is achieved by mapping the interaction between a set of pose and action classes.
Each pose class has an entry and exit condition. Upon activation of the entry condition, the pose class enters an “active”
state, where it will remain until the exit condition is met. The entry and exit conditions are functions that, when
given landmarks of the body, face and hands, check whether some conditions of the pose are met. For example, if the
coordinates of a landmark enter a certain range of the webcam frame or if an angle of a joint exceeds a certain degree.
During the active state of the pose class, time spent in that state is measured. An action class monitors this elapsed
duration and triggers a set of functions as needed. The callback function is used for changing the answer choice or to
submit the answer, while the activate and deactivate functions are for handling the starting and resetting of the timer.
A modular setup with the ability to dynamically assign gestures to actions is a result of separating the pose classes and
their related actions.

Table 1. A detailed listing of the data collected in our study across different tasks and through pre/post-task surveys.

Task & Survey Fields

Information Finding
professionPersons, midnamePerson, inputModality, taskType, entrySurvey-
Completed, exitSurveyCompleted, revoked, id, dateAdded, complete, questionNum-
ber, state, answers, poses, uid

Classification birds, inputModality, taskType, entrySurveyCompleted, exitSurveyCompleted, re-
voked, id, dateAdded, complete, questionNumber, state, answers, poses, uid

Sentiment Analysis
movieReviews, inputModality, taskType, entrySurveyCompleted, exitSurvey-
Completed, revoked, id, dateAdded, complete, questionNumber, state, answers,
poses, uid

Pre-Task Survey

gender, age, mood, yearly_income, weekly_hours, working_times, experience, at-
tention_check_pre, work_env_healthy, work_env_comfort body_parts_comfort_1,
body_parts_comfort_2, body_parts_comfort_3, body_parts_comfort_4,
body_parts_comfort_5, body_parts_comfort_6, taskType, inputModality, uid,
Duration (in seconds)

Post-Task Survey

ues_perceived_usability, ues_reward, sf_36_emotional_well_being,
sf_36_energy_and_fatigue, sf_36_health, task_load_index, cop-
soq_prod_emotion_reversed, copsoq_prod_speed_reversed, copsoq_prod_time,
Duration (in seconds), reflection_on_error, performance_estimate_1, task, in-
put_modality, uid

As a part of the experiment, we constructed a dataset that enables the exploration of the physical and mental health
of crowd workers, as well as their task performance, while using gestures. In this work, we present the process of
collecting and constructing this dataset, how we applied it, and the future applications we foresee. The contributions of
this work include potential future applications of the dataset (e.g., as a benchmark to test the effectiveness of future

1https://google.github.io/mediapipe/solutions/holistic.html
2https://github.com/yeemachine/kalidokit
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gestures in identical task settings), and transparency of our process through reflections on lessons learned during
dataset creation.

2 DATASET DESCRIPTION AND LESSONS LEARNED FROM ITS CONSTRUCTION

The tasks share many data points, but each has unique data values that needed to be collected for the purpose of
performance evaluation. The information-finding task required storing the professions and middle names, while the
classification tasks needed the bird beak types, and the sentiment analysis required storing the ground-truth ratings. The
pre-task and post-task survey values collected represent the perceptions of the workers regarding the different inputs.
A complete overview of data collected can be seen in Table 1. The full description of each task and the corresponding
data that was gathered is available on the Open Science Framework repository. 3

2.1 Critical Reflection on What Went Well and Aspects That Can Improve

For a microtask crowdsourcing input modality to be effective and to facilitate adoption at scale, it is pivotal to consider the
extent to which workers’ privacy is safeguarded. To protect the workers’ privacy, no personally identifiable information
was collected. The images from workers’ webcams that were used for gesture recognition were shown and processed
on the participants’ devices and were never sent to an external back-end server, or stored anywhere. Pose landmarks
were collected on some actions, but such data are not personally identifiable information. The development of the
gesture input modality followed a high degree of modularity, which supports and facilitates future extensions that can
encompass an inventory of gestures.

The gestures we considered in our first exploration do not fully reflect the tight coupling with ergonomics we envision.
Future work should explore the creation of a well-informed mapping between potential gestures, the concomitant
ergonomical benefits, and the suitable task types. The gestures we considered only relate to the use of hands and
the head. These can be extended, especially to cover ergonomically well-informed gestures that relate to movements
corresponding to other parts of the body.

2.2 Cognitive Biases and Measures for Bias Mitigation

Performing research involving crowd workers has the potential to introduce numerous cognitive biases depending
on task design and workflow. Analyzing our study design using the Cognitive Biases Checklist introduced by Draws
et al. [6], we identified the potential presence of self-interest bias, familiarity bias, optimism bias, sunk cost fallacy, and
disaster neglect.

Self-interest bias could have potentially manifested due to the monetary compensation of crowd workers we recruited
from the Prolific crowdsourcing platform. One worker demonstrated obviously low effort by giving the same response
for every question and completing the task in a very short space of time. This behaviour was attributed to the self-
interest bias, with the submission being rejected as a measure for mitigation. The familiarity bias is possible due to
the comparative nature of the study. Intuitively, workers will have more familiarity with the standard inputs than the
gestures. As an effort to offset this bias, time for workers to perform a tutorial was provided when using the gesture
inputs. Through clear instructions and a detailed task description, we attempted to address the presence of optimism bias

by ensuring the workers were well-informed before opting to complete our tasks. The sunk cost fallacy also potentially
shaped the data we gathered. We conducted a small pilot study to get an informed estimate of how long each task would

3https://osf.io/7x526/
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take in order to minimize this effect by pricing the task fairly [2]. Finally, there is the possibility of disaster neglect,
or workers being improperly informed of the consequences of the task. We asked workers to complete an informed
consent form to address this bias.

3 USING THE GESTURES DATASET

The dataset we thus produced, along with the task particulars, can help serve as a benchmark dataset for novel input
modalities that are developed for microtask crowdsourcing in the future. For instance, we aim to identify a new family
of ergonomically informed gestures to elicit input from crowd workers. We can then use the existing task and gesture
data to serve as a comparative benchmark, with an aim to draw insights into the efficiency and effectiveness of the said
gestures. Increasing transparency in the data collection process and examining the potential biases that could have
played a role in shaping the elicited input can help in the better use of datasets in downstream tasks. This is largely in
line with the spirit of prior works that have suggested the use of datasheets for datasets [13], model cards for models
[20], dataset nutrition labels [16], and the cognitive bias checklist to identify, mitigate, and reflect on cognitive biases
present as an artefact of datasets [6].
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